NBU HQ
The drive to find a new HQ
has been successful thanks to
the generosity of officers and
members. We are now all
moved in and ready to go into
year six all guns blazing!
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MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL OUR READERS

NEW YEAR MESSAGE

periods in the history of the break in despair.
world have never known our
depths, but they have also
Our minds travel back to the
The keeping of Christmas Is
never known our height. They Christmases of “Merrie
an old English institution and
have never stood on the
England" at the dawn of our
Fascists cherish old traditions
topmost pinnacle of sacrifice nation's greatness; then
that serve a good purpose In
where thunder threatens and forward to the Christmas of
our national life. It Is a break
lightening strikes They have the future, to a nation reborn,
In the struggle and the" tears
never felt on their brow the revitalised and clad in the
or things" dedicated to
beckoning wind of the future, glittering panoply of a period
children and the home. As
nor seen with their eyes the in which the will of man and
such we welcome it and turn
land that is to come. They
the genius of modern science
aside for a moment even from
have shared happiness with have triumphed over material
the work of Fascism. But to
the animals of the field, but environment. Fascism in our
Fascists there is something
they have never felt the fierce will and spirit already bridges
different in the Christmas
fires of danger and of
the gulf of the ages. The
spirit. To us it is only a break
suffering urging forward and romantic traditions of the past
in the mission of struggle. For
upward the spirit of humanity. are linked to the scientific
others, the long laughter and
Therefore we would not
realities of the future. Such
languid ease of a protracted
change with them even if we thoughts once born can never
Christmas; not for us. We
could.
die. Now to their inspiration
have something else to do in
the flower of our manhood
the world, a task which
Hard is our road, but on our rallies today. Through the
cannot wait on time.
march we feel the rhythm of length and breadth of the
the universe. Let us count it a land the vital flame is moving
The slow, soft days are
privilege to live in an age
and thousands follow in the
behind us, perhaps for ever .
when England requires that new faith.
Hard days and dark nights
great things shall be done.
ahead, no relaxing of the
For Fascists stand where
Strong arms bear forward the
muscle of mind and will. It is
stood the heroes of our past mighty conception of Britain
at once our privilege and our
while fools played and
reborn and united.
ordeal to live in a dynamic
laughed. Let us keep these Indomitable spirits declare
period in the history of man.
moments as a vigil before
that come what may this
The tents of ease are struck
battle, of the full meaning of thing shall be. The light
and the soul of man once
which we alone are aware,
spreads over England at
more is on the march. Do we
Let us give to the children
Christmas, 2017, and the
envy those who have lived in
what is their due: the
marching legions in their
the lotus moments of the past
happiness of the moment. But ordered. strength move
? . Do those of my generation
let us privately prepare within forward to a new and Greater
regret their own short youth ;
our hearts tor the winning of Day.
that brief bright moment
the world in which we desire
between storm and storm ?
them to live. We do not
No we regret nothing, not
forget, even for an instant,
even our own past. Those
the thousands of our fellow
who have lived in the happy
countrymen and women for
valleys of blissful, peaceful
whom Christmas is not even a
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IN REMEMBERANCE
soon changed , or rather
OF CHRISTINE

seen as somehow
opened her mind . That the different somehow having
Last month a very good friend BUF was the very cornerstone undeserved pride in
themselves or their country .
of mine for this last 6 years upon which all future
nationalist
parties
were
Possibly the majority of the
passed away . She had a
formed , that the BUF and
non politically aligned peoples
difficult life plagued with
Oswald Mosley were true
of GB agree change is
health problems and to be
patriots
and
nationalists
who
desperately needed though .
frank with some mental
health issues as well due to placed the UK and it's people Open borders , Islamic
first is beyond any argument . terrorism , MP expenses fraud
her growing addiction to
That the socialist ,
, billions spent in foreign aid ,
painkillers .
communists , and trades
billions spent on the EU ,
When I first met her I was
unionists
had
greater
homelessness , food banks ,
still in the BNP and standing
allegiance to Stalin , Lenin , bankers bonuses , wage
for election in Banff and
and Marx than they ever had freezes , a failing NHS , a
Buchan , needless to say I
to the peoples of GB is also decimated military , a
was not at all what she
declining education , political
expected, a knuckle dragging beyond any dispute . Even
skin head thug is certainly not today the socialists greatest correctness , politicians
awarding themselves pay
me . The long conversations aim is to open wide the
we had about politics and my borders , and bury the UK in hikes , MP's ignoring their
a Federal socialist EU . They constituents over Brexit in
obvious non conforming to
the media portrait of what a still strive to make any form order to keep their snouts in
nationalist was portrayed to of nationalism something to the EU trough , all these are
feel shame for and strive to noticed and resented deeply
be opened her eyes
somewhat . Her mother was stifle any form of free thought by every decent man and
or reason using Marxist
woman in the UK .
raised Jewish and also had
silencing
words
like
racist
,
Although Christine would not ,
her eyes opened , both voted
Islamophobe , homophobe , like so many others in difficult
BNP after some discussion
situations , outright join the
about policies and trust in the and use both violence and
NBU through fear of ostracism
mainstream politicians but as volume to drown out any
we know to no avail as that words of hope that contradict she expressed enough
their very narrow views .
support and agreement that I
election was a foregone
Though Christine agreed with feel it fitting she should be
conclusion .
When the NBU was created my point of view and agreed allowed to donate now she
has passed away . The
Christine was at first sceptical with the NBU policies and
computer she used will now
about the black shirts as she agenda she would not
actually
join
our
ranks
for
fear
be the computer used by the
had been told fascist = SS /
of being ostracised , for fear NBU in the new head office , I
Auschwitz/ Belsen/ world
of being an implied racist or am positive she would have
war . Open and frank
labelled a Nazi . This position appreciated it and I hope it
discussion about the BUF ,
is very common and to be
helps drive the NBU forward.
Oswald Mosley , and Cable
expected after years and
Lane as well as the swivel
RICHARD PAYNE
eyed ,frothing at the mouth decades of PC and Marxist
indoctrination a great many NBU NORTHEAST
trade unionists ,
socialists , and communists people are terrified of being
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HAVE YOUR SAY

Message:

bullshit political class talking
about 'Cultural Enrichment',
I am not able to be active
which I call rape, murder and
member of NBU because I am paedophilia. I hope the civil
not living in GB. But I would war comes while I am still fit
like to join and follow your
enough to take part! Lastly, I
works and progress as I
should point out that I can
already am doing on fb. I am still vote in UK elections, so
serious fascist as sir Oswald will be happy to vote for your
Mosley was. I will support you candidate in the South West if
for now with ideas based on you have one and also to
fundamental fascist teaching 'spread the word' in the ex
as Mosley did in past. We
pat community here.
must first demystify and undemonize understanding of Ian Panton
fascism among all nations
Message:
especially in Europe. Together Dear Comrades!
There needs to be a change we can build better and
in the modern political system greater Europe than ever.
You have a great web site,
We need a system that truly
and I saw that you too are
supports the will of the British Sebastian Hajdinović
members of the American NF,
people, a system that puts
such as we.
Britain First. Modern
politicians have failed the
Message:
We would like to establish a
people, we have known
link to your most important
terrorists living in the country I have not given a phone
number because I am hard of organization, and I would like
and nothing is being done
to apply for membership in
about it, we have a problem hearing. I currently live in
NBU, and too place an order
Brittany, France but before
will mass immigration and
for your beautiful items.
that lived in Cornwall - my
nothing is being done but
Posters,pins, magazines etc.
when the someone mentions mother still lives there. I left
that there is a problem people the UK because I was/am
Sveriges Nationella Förbund
the politicians and media cry disgusted by the English
was established 1915, and we
political class who are ALL
out "Racism"
have had good contact with
We need stronger borders, a traitors. Our country is
Union Movement and Jeffrey
infested with parasitic
better economic system,
Hamm; We see Sir Mosley as
traditional social values and muslims, predominantly from
Pakistan, who's sole aim is to a real great nationalist and a
Family values.
strong inspiration for us all.
I support the works of Mosley,destroy our civilisation while
at least 65% of them do
Fascism and Nationalism
nothing but eat,defecate and Please do reply, so we can
We must put Britain First
breed when they're not out establish a cooperation.
Connor Power
DEMANDING more rights and
Best nationalist regards
the overthrow of our
civilisation. They contribute
Lars Hedengard
NOTHING and I detest the
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It has to be localism

Maggie dealt with EU
better than May

Marches have never and will
never change a bloody thing.
The people making decisions Theresa May has once again
are still sitting on all the
shown that her and her team
committees and councils, they are letting the Brussels
still influence everything that bureaucrats treat us like a
happens in your home-towns. defeated country, not one
From schools to planning,
which should be sticking up
from drink licences to holding for itself in leaving this
a fête, they decide on all the dictatorial European Union.
political correct nonsense that
infects every major employer, To rub it in we are being
every public service, every
lectured by the Taoiseach
church, every parish, the
[prime minister] and a bunch
guides, the scouts the cadet of Orangemen from the north.
forces, the shops, the pubs, Has our Government no
the sport centres all have
national pride?
committees/groups/forums
Once again the
made up of liberal
We should be telling the
nationalist/patriot movement
brainwashed weak minded
EU we have paid too much in
in Britain is busy tearing itself
fools that represent YOU the already over the years and
apart while across Europe it is
people!
are paying no more, let alone
making considerable headthe £50 billion the EU is
way. The failed nationalist
political parties NF and BNP Do you really believe your day expecting.
are both in crisis and split into out at a march will change
From a trading point of view
factions, the newer micro
that? Only by getting involved they need us more than we
parties have failed to make in your community by gaining
need them and, indeed, how
any impact what so ever
influence and introducing
do you value our freedom,
being steam-rolled by UKIP common-sense back into
independence and control of
who also now have been
everyday proceedings will you our borders and control of
wrecked by infighting and
ever start to change things. who is allowed in?
splits. The anti-Islam street
movements (and there are
I was never a fan of Margaret
many) are now fighting
http://newbritishunion.co.uk/ Thatcher. My late wife, my
amongst themselves, BF v
become%20a
son Karl and I were active in
EDL as well as fighting the NF
%20councillor.html
supporting the miners
& BNP. This is all down to lack
throughout their year long
of any real leadership, a lack
strike and hosted flying
of direction and most of all a
pickets from Wales - but I
Gary Raikes
lack of any discipline.
would have trusted her to
stand up for us in Europe.
Patriots time and effort must
be directed to positive action
Mrs May has shown her lack
at a grass roots level.
of knowledge of the situation
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in England, as I understand,
she has said that the "far
Actually individuals are rapidly All these Corporations would
right" pose as big a threat as losing any sense of fulfilling a be under the control of the
the Islamic terrorists.
basic function for the benefit National Corporation, to take
of the community, under the the place of the present
Islamist extremists have
cover of democracy and the House of Lords, whose duty it
murdered English women and fetish of individual liberty,
would be to direct the various
children at a concert in
men engage in making a
industries to the best interest
Manchester, driven a vehicle living by striving and
of the State and of the
into folk walking in London
competing against their fellow community. The National
and knifed folk dead as well. men to gain a share of the
Corporation would also fix the
spoils of civilisation. Fascism national standard of wage
They cause mayhem all over teaches that this is the wrong rates so that the people could
the world and what do the
attitude to adopt, and is the consume the goods they
so-called "far right" do?
inevitable cause of the
produce.
present distress and economic
They express a political
Undoubtedly in order to set
futility.
viewpoint different to Mrs
up such a highly organised
May. Not really the same
In order to enable individuals state of society revolutionary
threat is it?
to carry out their proper
methods would be required,
function in society Fascism
and a temporary dictatorship
Granville V Stone
intends to reorganise the
set up with power to over-ride
industrial life of the country all sectional interests,
under a system of discipline especially those of high
and control with a minimum finance which would resist coThe object of British Fascism of interference with private ordination. Once having
is to set up a Coporate State, property and established
established the new system,
this is built on the analogy of institutions.
however, all citizens would
the human body which is
have the power to take part
composed of many millions of Existing industries would be in developing their particular
cells all working in harmony. placed under the control of industry or profession to the
Corporations on which would best advantage of the State,
The State is composed of
many human individuals who sit representatives of the
and would have the right to
employers
through
their
ought to be organised
express their opinion of how
together to serve the State as Federations, representatives best this would be
of the workers through their accomplished.
the cells of the body are
organised to serve the body. Trade Unions, and
representatives of the
Not only would they be able
The members of one industry consumers these Corporations to influence public affairs
be they workers or employers would then fix fair prices,
once every few years by
should combine together to eliminating cut-throat
general election, but they
carry out their function in
competition, and fair rates of would be able to have their
society as do the cells of the wages, preventing
say in their Trade Unions,
human arm combine together exploitation.
Employers Federations, and
to carry out their function in
very much more prominent
the interest of the body.
occasions, and furthermore, a
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new House of Commons
The Far-Right are not the
would be instituted on an
problem, they are the solution
occupational, in place of a
however for some reason we
regional franchise People
are afraid to death of calling
would vote according to their
out the problem and solving
trade or profession, doctors http://laraj.ca/AGwiki/in it. Instead we debate in our
would be represented by
parliament the pro's and cons
dex.php?
doctors, teachers by teachers,
of a state visit by a head of
n=Fascism.Britain
builders by builders, in fact a
state of the largest free
Click on link for free
house of experts would be
country in the world. The left
downloads
returned, capable of giving
PC brigade didn't want this
advice on every matter of
visit from the moment Trump
public interest.
was declared the winner of
the election. Now its seems
Our nation is a joke. they have a reason to ban
In the present state of
society, Fascism finds only
him from coming here. Lets
one great symbol about which We are a spent force on the be clear. To the United Sates
world stage. We are
it can build up the greater
embroiled in PC nonsense to we are a joke, a small player
Britain of the future. this
on a massive international
symbol is the Crown, Fascism the extreme and we fail to
stage. They know that and
in Britain is loyal to the Queen see the danger that is at our they treat us that way. Trump
and Royal Family, because it door and that has forced its has no respect for our PM or
way in to house. We cant see
recognises them alone as
that what we are doing today our government because we
standing high above the
deserve none. For far to long
fractional strife, class war, and is killing our tomorrow. Our we have lived off the glory of
the political rivalry of modern Parliament is useless. None of our past greatness, but today
those people who are elected
existence. We are grateful
to office are in tune with the we are not great and those
indeed that there is one
mood of the country outside we elect in to office have
institution in this country
proved that again this week.
about which we can gather of London. Its amazing that
Amber Rudd said that Farour growing effort for the
These are troubling times
Right
is
as
dangerous
at
regeneration of our country.
when the world looks to those
Islamic
terror.
I
would
just
An institution which has
who are strong to solve the
like to ask. How many Farweathered the storms of
problems that today threaten
Right
groups
have
bombed
political controversy in the
our peace and safety. These
and
killed
people?
How
many
past and carries down its
issues are not being meet
glorious tradition of service to Far-Right groups have gone here and Islamic terror is
to war against their own
the Nation.
rampant , with no go areas in
country? How many men of many of our large cities and
far-Right groups have
the PC brigade trying to level
systematically hunted and
the playing field between
Gary Raikes
raped girls? How many have those who want to solve the
caused death on a massive problem and those that want
scale? It is utter left-wing PC to destroy our country. No
rubbish to suggest that the one is strong enough to solve
Far-Right are as evil and
this problem. We have a weak
destructive as Islamic terror.
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and ineffectual government can not solve this problem by in all three scenarios. Hungry,
who care nothing for the
simply trying to deal with one Poland, Finland, Bulgaria all of
people it governess, it cares part or aspect of the Muslim these countries and more in
more for those that hurt and world, they all need to be
the east will remain low
maim us in acts of violence dealt with in the same
because as of today they
and terror and do nothing as manner. The Daily Mail article have stopped or at least
this threat gowns by the day. comes across in a way that limited the amount of Islamic
The problem is worsened by seems to suggest that no
immigration they have taken.
the fact that we are doing
matter what we do about
Viktor Orban made a
nothing to stop the rise of the immigration the rise will
prediction a few years ago
Islamic religion within our
happen no matter what, but about this problem in which
own country let alone in
we need a dramatic solution he said that if the European
Europe as a whole. The Daily to an evil and subversive
leaders are unable to find a
Mail article of 29th of
problem.
path to coexistence between
November speaks volumes as
immigrant and non-immigrant
to the danger we are facing. Surely the fact that the
countries “the tension that
growth
of
the
Muslim
Figures in a new report
exists between them now will
population is grater in
suggest a stark east-west
be even more intensified,
counties
like
Germany
and
divide, with the Muslim share
which may lead to a greater
Sweden
because
both
of the UK's population rising
chasm or even a fatal break
from 6.3 per cent in 2016 to countries took in the most
in the history of the European
asylum-seekers
during
the
16.7 per cent in one scenario.
continent. He further goes on
height
of
the
refugee
crisis
The study by the Pew
to state that “the goal of
two years ago is obvious. The today’s anti-Christian
Research Centre concludes
figures speak for themselves. program” is the importation of
that Europe's Muslim
population would continue to At the moment Muslims make non-Christian elements, which
up six per cent of Germany's in turn will weaken
grow over the next several
decades even if immigration population, their proportion Christianity in Europe to such
to the continent were halted would go up to 20 percent by an extent that it will actually
because of the young Muslim 2050. Sweden's Muslims are die out. In conclusion to his
generation and the birth rate at eight per cent, this would comments he says that “The
account for 31 per cent of the ideology of the immigrant
amongst the Muslim world
being that much greater than population in that same
countries is international
our own. As of 2016, the UK's scenario. This seems to be
liberalism,” while in the case
obvious
given
their
stance
on
share of Muslims was
of the non-immigrant
immigration
over
the
past
two
recorded as 6.3 per cent,
countries “the guiding
years and the number
around 4.1 million people.
principle is … sovereignty and
increase
speaks
volumes
at
to
There is no doubt that The
Christian social teaching. The
the
state
of
those
counties
Muslim population will triple
adoption of Western
in some European countries come 2050.
European liberalism by the
by 2050, with the UK
However this is nit the case people of Central Europe
projected to see one of the for eastern Europe in
would simply mean suicide.
most rapid rises throughout countries that had
Or to be more precise it
the continent. Surely this says comparatively few Muslim
would be a suicidal ideology
something about our
for the countries of Central
residents in 2016 would
approach to the problem. You continue to have few by 2050 Europe” because it would
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find more worrying about this
whole affair is the way in
which he views us and our
country and what we think of
ourselves. Trump has every
right to say what he wants
and we have given him the
The task before us is simple ammunition to call us out.
and clear. We can not
Our country is in trouble, we
continue to take in or foster do have a problem with
within our current system the Islam, we do have an issue
increase in Islamic or Muslim with safety in public places,
culture. We must chop away we do have a problem with
at the root now before it
the PC brigade running the
overtakes and kills the
show, we are a joke to the
existing tree that is standing rest of Europe and the wider
which is our country. Our
world, we are seen as a soft
mission within NBU should be touch and we are not strong
to wake the nation up to this enough in tackling Islamic
danger and make sure that terror in our own back yard. I
our message is clear and to fear that unless we face up to
the point. We can not become those challenges now we will
like those who now sit within remain, in the eyes of the
the house of commons.
biggest free nation in the
Although we put them in that world a spent force.
place they have no regard for
the feeling and the angst of Tom Mitford
its native people. Unless we
want to see our native people NBU Education Officer
and our native culture
become wiped out to the last
and our women and our
children forced to comply with
Islamic law we must stand up
now and take action. What
form that action takes is of
course open for debate and
discussion but it should be
such that this problem is
eradicated from within our
society and is never allowed
again to take hold.
result in their becoming
immigrant countries.
Obviously, liberalism in any
shape or form should be
banished from Central
Europe.

The Trump saga will continue
to run as long as the left and
the PC squad have their say
but what I
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